ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose a self-configuring framework for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). Our architecture is based on the degenerated use of network address translation (NAT) where each node locally builds its “private address map”, i.e. its own view of the addressing plan of the entire MANET. In contrast to previous schemes, MANET nodes do not need to coordinate in order to generate unique (IP) addresses.

A key aspect of our scheme is that routing is based on names rather than on addresses as the latter play a debatable role in ad hoc networks. While this requires nodes to choose unique names, we show how a simple yet efficient distributed scheme can solve this problem by generating dynamic names based on a set of keywords locally defined by each MANET user. We discuss the architectural impact of this approach in the bigger context of names, addresses, routability, and self-configuring networks, and report on our implementation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile Ad hoc NETworks (MANETs) are formed by wireless nodes that collaborate to route packets inside a multi-hop network. A key property of MANETs is that they do not rely on any existing network infrastructure or any sort of pre-established coordination between the network’s nodes. By coordination, we refer to any kind of a priori human intervention required to “run” a MANET, as for example address and name configuration.

A large number of mechanisms have been proposed in order to dynamically autoconfigure the IP addresses of the nodes of a MANET [1, 2]. The main trend in self-addressing is that each node generates a tentative IP address and ensures that no other node uses this address inside the MANET: if this is the case, the node is allowed to use the address. The process of address generation is usually based on some random and/or cryptographical techniques while the validation phase usually relies on a discovery scheme similar to the route discovery procedure used in reactive routing protocols.

This questionable “address guessing” approach which requires many heuristics regarding timeouts and probing scope can be avoided altogether if each MANET node locally chooses a unique address for each of its active communicating peers. In this paper we describe in more detail how this private address map technique works and how it meshes with other non network-layer related issues like name resolution and human-friendly identifiers. The final outcome is a fully self-configuring MANET architecture.

The remaining of this paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we discuss and challenge one of the core assumption of the MANET community, namely the use of an IP-centric networking model. In Section 3 we present the original concept of private address maps and show how it solves the problem of IP address autoconfiguration in MANETs. In Section 4 we extend our proposal with a dynamic distributed naming scheme which is one of the first attempts to tackle the challenging MANET naming problem. We then discuss some of the details related to our proposal and implementation and later present some related work. We finally conclude the paper.

2. REVISITING THE MANET NETWORKING MODEL
In his seminal paper [3], J. Shoch has proposed a set of abstract definitions for the three fundamental networking concepts of names, addresses, and routes:

The name of a resource indicates what we seek, an address indicates where it is, and a route tells how to get there.

The main advantage of these definitions is that they are
very simple\(^1\) if one considers the current Internet networking model. In the Internet, most names (e.g. email and SIP addresses, URLs) are based on the use of fully qualified domain names (FQDNs) which are directly mapped into IP addresses via DNS resolution. An IP address is then mapped into a path via the repeated next-hop lookup that takes place during packet forwarding. This predominant networking model is illustrated by Fig. 1.

The core assumption of this networking model is that the address space is topologically organised in the sense that addresses have a topological meaning: an address serves to locate an entity. Because the network part of an IP address indicates to which part of the network the address belongs to, IP addresses have to be topologically correct and are hence not portable: if the topological point of attachment of a device changes, then its previous address will not be valid anymore (in most cases).

Addresses are an intermediate artifact that has merely been introduced to hierarchically organise the network (for scalability reasons) and to perform packet forwarding and routing with a fixed-length bit sequence. The underlying fundamental activity, however, is the mapping between the name (“what we seek”) and the route (“how to get there”). Another implementation of this activity (than Shoch’s intermediate step involving addresses) is known as “routing by name”\(^2\) and is illustrated in Fig. 2 where a name is directly mapped into a forwarding path. Note that some (small-scale) network architectures have used this concept prior to the predominance of IP (e.g., IBM’s NetBEUI where NetBIOS names are directly mapped into MAC addresses).

### 2.1 The quest for address uniqueness

To date, the MANET community has largely embraced the fundamental assumption that routing and forwarding should be based on unique IP addresses. Following the Internet paradigm, the routing protocols specified by the IETF MANET working group ([5, 6, 7]) create routes that are labeled with globally unique identifiers\(^2\): the same IP address cannot be used by different nodes without jeopardising the accuracy of the routing protocol. This networking model perfectly suits the Internet because address uniqueness is resolved in an authoritative way: the allocation of global IP addresses is strictly controlled by administrative entities which ensure that a given address is not assigned to two different hosts.

However, a MANET is typically expected to run without any existing infrastructure or any a priori configuration involving human coordination. As a result, a large number of mechanisms have been proposed in order to dynamically autoconfigure the IP addresses of MANET nodes in a decentralized manner [1, 2]. Address autoconfiguration is however not a trivial operation and remains an open problem: MANET nodes have to cooperate in order to generate unique IP addresses, avoid address leaks, and resolve potential addressing conflicts due to the merging of MANET clouds. We here insist on the fact that the sole objective of address autoconfiguration is to satisfy the address uniqueness requirement. The current design space of address autoconfiguration is indeed fundamentally bounded by the assumption that MANET routing and forwarding must be performed at the IP layer with unique addresses.

As mentioned in the previous subsection, the essential networking operation is yet the mapping between a name and a path and this mapping does not necessarily require the use of addresses. In a clean-slate approach to solve the address autoconfiguration problem, one can wonder whether it is possible to apply the “routing by name” networking model to MANETs. The fundamental issue relates to the role of addresses in the current IP-based MANET model, and if these addresses need to be unique. In the next subsection, we briefly analyse how the fundamental networking concepts of names, addresses, and routes are implemented in the current IP-based MANET model. Our controversial position is that (global) address uniqueness is not a fundamental requirement for the correct operation of MANETs because Shoch’s original concept of an address does not apply to MANET networking.

### 2.2 Names, addresses, and routes

While Internet routing is based on the use of IP addresses, a human user interfaces with the network via different types of identifiers which are generally derived from domain names\(^3\). Typically, the name to address mapping is performed via the DNS system. It is important to note that in the Internet this resolution process is decoupled from the actual
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\(^1\) Shoch’s paper is being referred to in RFC-791 in order to situate IP with respect to naming, addressing and forwarding.

\(^2\) If the MANET is not connected to the Internet or if NAT is used at the edge(s) of the MANET, an address is “only” required to be unique inside the MANET.

\(^3\) Domain names are indeed embedded in all sorts of identifiers such as URLs (e.g. http://example.com), SIP names and emails (e.g. bob@unibas.ch).
data forwarding. Although the data can only be sent once the name is mapped into an IP address, IP routing itself does not depend on name resolution. However in MANETs and unlike in the Internet, the lack of infrastructure does not allow the users to resolve identifiers into IP addresses via the traditional DNS system. Nevertheless, there exist two alternatives to identify nodes.

The first alternative is to directly use IP addresses. For example, if a user cannot specify that he wants to communicate with e.g., bob.unibas.ch, then the only way to reach Bob is to know an IP address of the device associated with Bob’s identifier(s). In such a scenario and using Shoch’s terminology, an IP address takes on the role of an identifier. That is, the user (mis)uses an IP address to express “what he seeks”. In that scenario, IP addresses must be unique as they are used to identify the nodes of the MANET. However there is a major flaw when using IP addresses as identifiers: In a MANET where address autoconfiguration is dynamically performed, one cannot expect a device to be always configured with the same address so using an IP address as an identifier can lead to the wrong destination. Moreover, human users are reluctant to use IP addresses so using them as identifiers is not satisfactory.

The second alternative is to use a MANET-specific scheme to perform name resolution in a distributed and decentralized way. One proposal as originally described in [8] is to perform the node lookup procedure of a reactive routing protocol with a (DNS) name instead of an IP address. Typically, a route request message that contains the name to be resolved is broadcasted over the entire MANET, and eventually the target node sends back a route reply message that contains its IP address. This procedure creates the appropriate forwarding states in intermediate nodes and in the two communicating nodes. Note that this scheme still requires to have unique addresses and hence relies on the correct operation of an address autoconfiguration protocol.

However, the second scenario has a major difference when compared to traditional name resolution in the Internet: the name lookup procedure is closely coupled with routing as it creates the appropriate forwarding states in the MANET. We here remind that MANET routing is in essence host-based because nodes are mobile and because routing aggregation is hard or even impossible to achieve. This results in a flat addressing space in which the role of an IP address is reduced to the sole identification of one (or multiple) forwarding path(s). With a reactive routing protocol, forwarding paths are built on-demand without any hint about the location of the target node. That is, whatever the IP address of a node is, a given path leading to this node only depends on the underlying physical topology and the address in itself carries no topological information. In other words, in a MANET an IP address looses its fundamental nature (“where it is”) which is (as in the Internet) to locate an entity inside a topologically organised address space. Still using Shoch’s terminology, we argue that the role of an IP address is reduced to the definition of a route, i.e. “how to get there”. This observation is the key driver of our position which is to “simply remove” IP addresses from the MANET networking model, but keep IP compatibility for the applications.

2.3 Summary of contributions

Building from our previous work, we believe that the “routing by name” networking model is more suitable to MANETs than the traditional Internet-like Shoch’s model. We have already shown in [9] how the operations of both node lookup and path setup can be performed with DNS names instead of IP addresses. While seeking backwards compatibility, we show that it is possible to resolve a DNS name (i.e. “what we seek”) into a forwarding path (i.e. “how to get there”) without having to rely on IP addresses for naming, routing and forwarding. To label forwarding paths we rely on label-switching forwarding, i.e. a forwarding technique that does not require the use of globally unique identifiers (except in the ingress nodes). Label-switching forwarding is used in widely deployed protocols such as MPLS [10] and (previously) ATM, and it was also demonstrated in MANET protocols that operate below IP at layer 2.5 [11, 12].

However, our previous work still relied on nodes being configured with unique addresses (autoconfigured) and unique names (manually configured). The main reason to maintain unique addresses is that Shoch’s networking model is deeply embedded in modern applications which largely operate in an IP-by-default mode where applications typically expect a given hostname to be resolved into a unique address. Moreover in order to identify MANET nodes, we assumed in our previous work that each host was manually configured with a unique name. Compared with our former work, the contribution of this paper is twofold. First, to satisfy the local “IP requirements” of IP-oriented applications, we propose a degenerated use of network address translation (NAT) that can free MANET nodes from having to maintain globally unique addresses. We call this scheme private address maps. Second, in order to avoid the requirement that names are manually configured, we use a dynamic naming scheme that creates human-friendly names based on a set of text attributes. We call this framework dynamic shortest discriminating names. Note that each of these two schemes is fully independent and does not rely on the other scheme. For example, private address maps can be used with any naming scheme (e.g. manual configuration with FQDNs, peer-to-peer naming, etc.). Reciprocally, our protocol implementing dynamic shortest discriminating names could be used on top of any MANET routing protocol (with some assumptions).

3. PRIVATE ADDRESS MAPS

As mentioned earlier and thanks to the success of the Internet, modern network applications largely operate in an IP-by-default mode. The main consequence of this IP hegemony is that a scheme based on “routing by name” must be extended in order to satisfy the local IP requirements of each network node. Typically, these requirements include the resolution of a DNS name into an IP address and the creation of a suitable entry in the routing and/or ARP tables. To this end, we propose to make an extreme use of network address translation (NAT) in order to create private address maps.

3.1 The dual-NAT scenario

As described in its original specifications (RFC-1631), network address translation (NAT) was introduced during the
mid-90’s as a short-term solution to the foreseen address depletion problem of IPv4. Far beyond its initial ambition, NAT is now massively deployed in the Internet because it also provides a useful security feature in the sense that nodes inside a NATed domain are not globally reachable (or visible) from the rest of the Internet.

The idea of making an extreme use of NAT in order to solve the IP address autoconfiguration problem of MANETs comes from the following scenario illustrated by Fig. 3. A node A initiates a communication towards (say a web server) node B which DNS name resolves into the IP address 2.1.67.92. Actually the node B is located in a NAT domain and the real address of B is 10.1.34.22. The node A is also located in a NAT domain. The particularity of this “dual-NAT” scenario is that each node has a distinct view of the addressing plan as shown in Table 1. As for MANET address autoconfiguration is concerned, we will strech this dual-NAT scenario to an extreme case where each node locally creates its own private map of the MANET addressing plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>View of</th>
<th>IP Address of A</th>
<th>IP Address of B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node A</td>
<td>192.168.23.65</td>
<td>2.1.67.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node B</td>
<td>1.2.32.89</td>
<td>10.1.34.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Addressing views in a dual-NAT scenario.

3.2 Let me choose your address

To overcome the problem of address uniqueness, we propose a scheme where each node locally chooses the IP addresses of its correspondants and creates its own private address map of the network. Each active path is thus easily labeled with a conflict-free <source,destination> IP address pair. Figure 4 illustrates the concept of private address maps where each node with active connections creates its own local view of the MANET addressing plan (for space reasons the map of node E is not shown). In essence, our proposal can be viewed as a degenerated extension of the previously described dual-NAT scenario where the NAT functionality is moved to the edges of a communication, i.e. in each of the two end-nodes.

Note that while the path discovery scheme described below is taken from our previous work [9], the concept of private address maps is actually fully independent of the protocol used to create routes. We here describe one possible implementation of this concept but this does not restrict the applicability of the framework. To describe how private address maps are used let us consider the MANET shown in Fig. 4 and the specific example described below and illustrated by Fig. 5.

Assume that node A initiates a route discovery towards an identifier (e.g. bob.net.lunar) that happens to be an identifier of Node B (Fig. 5a). Node B receives the route request message, notices that it is the target node and generates a route reply message towards node A that builds the label-switched forwarding path (Fig. 5b). At the same time, node
B locally assigns\(^5\) to node A a randomly chosen IP address (from its locally configured address range) that it has not yet assigned to any other node. Upon receiving the route reply message, Node A also locally assigns to node B a randomly chosen IP address. Note that there is no sort of global coordination at the MANET level in order to generate globally unique addresses. Each node creates its own local view of the MANET addressing plan. In our example, one possible addressing view for each of the two nodes is shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>View of</th>
<th>IP Address of A</th>
<th>IP Address of B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node A</td>
<td>172.16.2.23</td>
<td>172.16.2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node B</td>
<td>10.1.1.132</td>
<td>10.1.1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Local addressing views.

Now if node A wants to send data to node B, the IP header of the outgoing packets will contain addresses from A’s private map: the source address will be 172.16.2.23 and the destination address will be 172.16.2.75. Note that before transmitting, our routing protocol will add an appropriate label to the outgoing packets such that they will follow the already established forwarding path up to node B. When a packet reaches node B, the NAT module inside B translates the addresses of the IP header into suitable addresses from B’s private map (Fig. 5c). That is, the source address becomes 10.1.1.132 and the destination address is changed to 10.1.1.2. Both the IP and transport layer checksums are then re-calculated and the packet is passed to the IP stack. Reciprocally when node B wants to send data to node A, it uses the IP addresses of its private address map and, at the receiver side, the NAT module inside node A will replace the IP addresses according to the local addressing map.

The key feature of this radical address autoconfiguration technique is that it is fully conflict free. Each node indeed creates its own view of the addressing plan and address collisions are avoided without any kind of global coordination among the MANET nodes: Address uniqueness is no longer an issue. If we again consider our previous example, we show in Table 3 a valid addressing plan where some IP addresses are used multiple times. Note that our proposal also supports the extreme case where all nodes are configured with the same IP address but where each node maintains a conflict-free private address map.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>View of</th>
<th>A’s addr</th>
<th>B’s addr</th>
<th>C’s addr</th>
<th>E’s addr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>172.16.2.23</td>
<td>172.16.2.75</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>10.1.1.132</td>
<td>10.1.1.2</td>
<td>10.1.1.38</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.1.1.132</td>
<td>10.1.1.38</td>
<td>10.1.1.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Private address maps with address re-use.

3.3 Private address maps implemented

Pragmatically, and in order to suppress the burden of any NAT configuration by the end-user, we have integrated and automated our MANET-specific NAT processing in the operation of LUNAR\(^6\)[11]. One of the core design principle of LUNAR is the creation of an underlay, i.e. a subnet illusion at the IP layer (see [11, 9] for details). Although not strictly required any more, we keep this design principle because it permits to have a unique routing entry at the IP layer of each node. The use of an underlay implies that each node creates its private address map from a locally configured subnet taken in the range of private IP addresses (e.g. 192.168.1.0/24). As for IPv6 is concerned, we use the fc00::/7 range of unique local IPv6 addresses [14].

It is worth mentioning that the local binding between an identifier and an IP address is maintained as long as the correspondant node is known to be alive. For this purpose, LUNAR uses a heartbeat-style protocol to populate a “yellow-pages” database that contains the names of all the reachable MANET nodes. This mechanism is essential because it helps to maintain a consistent mapping between names and IP addresses over longer time spans: it is indeed very common for applications to solely use IP addresses once names have been resolved.

4. DYNAMIC SHORTEST DISCRIMINATING NAMES (DSDN)

Our previous work on the self-configuring LUNAR protocol relied on humans to configure unique names. However, in spontaneous MANETs which are expected to self-configure, relying on manual naming is by far too restrictive. We have therefore extended and tested\(^6\) LUNAR with a naming scheme implementing “dynamic shortest discriminating names”.

Naming is a key pillar of the Internet: it is by far the dominant framework used by human users to interface with the network. As for addresses, the attribution of DNS names in the Internet is resolved in an authoritative manner: hierarchically organised entities allocate names and subdomains of the domain upon which they have full administrative authority. For a particular domain, human users use off-line techniques (e.g. manual configuration, scripts, database tools) to ensure that each assigned name is unique.

In a MANET however, one cannot rely on an administrative authority to assign unique names. This is especially the case in MANETs which are not connected to the Internet. In such spontaneous environment, the network nodes are expected to use distributed algorithms in order to self-configure. Note that this issue is not restricted to the “rout- ing by name” networking model since in Shoch’s model naming is also the core interface between human users and the network. Surprisingly (to the knowledge of the authors), there has been very little research on distributed algorithms for MANET name autoconfiguration. Most of the research proposals related to name resolution usually assume that nodes are already configured with a unique name (e.g. [8, 9, 15]). We also briefly note that peer-to-peer systems generally rely on a central database to maintain unique identifiers (e.g. Skype).

Actually the only practical solution to self-configuring MANET naming is by Jeong et al. [16]. The main advantage of their scheme is that names include a large numerical field that guarantees a very high probability of uniqueness. Un-
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\(^5\)In our current implementation, this assignment is performed by sending back to the application layer a forged DNS reply message which contains the locally chosen address. This technique is similar to the “Bump-In-The-Stack” mechanism described in [13].

\(^6\)This particular version of LUNAR has been implemented on the Linux operating system. It is available on the Uppsala/Basel Ad-Hoc Implementation Portal (http://core.it.uu.se/adhoc).
fortunately in practice, names end up being somehow unsuitable for human users (e.g., PAUL.36-56-78-FF-9A-BC-DE.EUI-64.ADHOC). We argue that MANET names should be short and human-friendly in the sense that they should be easy to manipulate and remember. We also believe that a user should have the flexibility to steer the naming algorithm such that it creates a name that suits his or her needs.

4.1 Name generation

Borrowing ideas from [17], our scheme requires that each user specifies a set of keywords that will be used dynamically to create a unique name and to resolve potential naming conflicts. However, while [17] focuses on the advertisement of services that are defined by a set of <attribute,value> pairs, we promote the use of an ordered list of unrestrained keywords. The use of attributes as proposed in [17] indeed implies that there exists some pre-established list of categories (i.e., an ontology) which (we believe) limits expressiveness. We rather promote an open scheme where each user is free to choose whatever keywords better suit the user’s preferences.

Let us consider an example. Say that John specifies the following list of ordered keywords

{John,Doe,UniBasel,CSDept,Switzerland}

while his brother Paul chooses

{Paul,Doe,UniBasel,BioDept}.

The goal of our proposal is to dynamically create shortest discriminating names by appending keywords until a unique name is created or a name conflict is resolved. To force “diversity”, a name must always contain at least two keywords; to avoid “over-long” names, a name must always be as short as possible. In our current example, the first node will create the initial hostname john-doe and the second host will create the initial hostname paul-doe. Note that implementation-wise, we use a virtual domain space (i.e., net.lunar) in order to allow MANET nodes to identify MANET-local name resolution requests from potential Internet-wide requests [9]. Hence John’s name is really john-doe.net.lunar but for clarity we will omit the virtual domain suffix. Also note that alike the DNS system, names are internally stored with lower-letter characters.

4.2 Resolving name conflicts

As mentioned earlier, our LUNAR implementation uses a heartbeat-style mechanism in order to maintain a “yellow-pages” database that contains the names of all the reachable MANET nodes. Note that the “yellow-pages” are typically used by human users in order to learn the names of the nodes reachable via the MANET. To populate this database, each node periodically broadcasts its name over the entire MANET. Hence name conflicts can easily be detected. In our previous example, say that a third user joins the MANET and appears to use the following keywords

{John,Doe,HighTechCie, SanJose, USA}.

Upon joining the MANET, the current name of this third user is also john-doe. This user will soon broadcast its name over the entire MANET, and the Swiss John will eventually detect the name conflict (note that for timing reasons the opposite case may occur). In practice, a name broadcast message creates a concast tree towards the sender to allow conflict messages to be sent back. When the Swiss John detects the name conflict, he can send back a conflict message to the American John: this message simply contains the keywords list of the Swiss John. When the American John receives the conflict message, he can compare both keywords lists and find the first discriminating keyword that can be used to extend his current name: the resulting name is john-doe-hightechcie. At the same time, he also sends its keywords list to the Swiss John who extends his name to john-doe-unibasel. At that time, the name conflict is resolved. Note that when a node creates a tentative name, it always checks in LUNAR’s “yellow-pages” that the new name does not already exist. Also note that the conflict resolution scheme can be run many times. Hence if a subsequent name collision occurs, the name john-doe-hightechcie could be further extended to e.g. john-doe-hightechcie-sanjose. It is also worth mentioning that multiple collisions can be handled simultaneously by our conflict resolution scheme.

Let us now consider a few design choices. First and in order to emphasize impartiality, we decided that during a conflict all conflicting nodes must change their names. This is also done to help non-conflicting users to clearly distinguish all the (previously) conflicting names. Second, we always keep the first two keywords because they are expected to be the most explicit ones. Third, we only append discriminating keywords. That is, if for some (clumsy) coincidence the name of the company located in San Jose was UniBasel, the conflict would have produced the names john-doe-sanjose and john-doe-csdept. Our intention is to avoid producing long names that become difficult to use, so the non-discriminating unibasel keyword is removed. One should however note that this debatable design choice has no influence on the ability to resolve name conflicts because these keywords are non-discriminating. However, while this design choice may have an influence on the expressiveness of generated names (e.g., CSDept without UniBasel is less precise), users are free to use composite keywords (e.g., CSDept@UniBasel) if they wish to do so. Finally, in the rare event that two users exactly picked up the same list of keywords, we simply append a number and a warning keyword (e.g., “collision!”) after the first two keywords.

4.3 Identifying nodes

Although (human readable) names are the prime abstraction used by users to identify a network node, networking protocols do not necessarily rely on names to identify nodes. For example, TCP uses IP addresses (and port numbers) to identify a correspondent. In our previous work [9], we use host identifier tags (HITs [18]) in order to uniquely identify a LUNAR node. Typically once the HIT of a node is known, LUNAR exclusively uses the HIT to build routes and to further identify the node. That is, what really identifies a node at the LUNAR level is the HIT and not the name.

Hence while our naming scheme introduces dynamic names, LUNAR always maintains an up-to-date mapping between
names and HITs. This ensures that on-going connections are maintained if a node suddenly changes its name. Note that while names may change, the IP addresses assigned to correspondants by our private address maps framework do not change because each mapping is also linked to a specific HIT. This is very important because applications generally rely on IP addresses to identify connections once name resolution was successfully performed. For example, an on-going ssh connection would not be affected at all by a name modification. However, some applications embed names in their payload and, in particular cases, this would require specific corrective actions. This issue is discussed in subsection 5.3.

4.4 Name reduction

Another desired property of our dynamic naming scheme is that names should remain as short as possible. This means that while a name can grow to resolve a name collision, it should also shrink if a previous colliding node leaves the MANET. In our current implementation, a name reduction is triggered when an entry in a node’s "yellow-pages" database times out. Concretely, the node checks the database to see whether it could remove a keyword from its current name without causing a name collision. If this is possible, the node simply removes the keyword and advertises its new name. Because name conflicts are resolved by adding keywords on the right side of the names, the preferred scheme to perform a name reduction is to remove the rightmost keyword. However, if this is not possible, a node is also allowed to remove another keyword (except the first two keywords).

5. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss various topics that relate to our proposed architecture. Our objective is to proactively answer some of the questions that our proposal may have raised. The first three subsections situate our proposal with respect to the current Internet, best-practices in NAT deployment, and naming compatibility with existing applications. The fourth subsection briefly discusses some MANET-specific issues related to naming and addressing. Finally, the last subsection presents a by-product of our proposed architecture.

5.1 Interworking with plain and global IP

While the concept of private address maps is particularly suitable to MANETs not being connected to the Internet, it can also be used in MANETs that have a connection to the Internet. In our previous work [9], we have shown how the use of a virtual domain name (i.e. net.lunar) allows MANET nodes to distinguish MANET-local node lookups from Internet-wide lookups. Communication requests to nodes located outside the MANET can be forwarded to an Internet gateway running a traditional NAT module. For Internet hosts, the whole MANET appears like yet another NATed domain. For a MANET node, an Internet host is just another correspondant for which an IP address was locally assigned in the node’s private address map. Moreover, and in order to distinguish between MANET-local and Internet-wide IP addresses within a private map, a MANET node should assign two different network prefixes for Internet hosts and MANET nodes. Also note that for packets travelling to the Internet, NAT is solely performed by the MANET gateway; in the reverse direction, NAT is performed by the MANET node.

5.2 NAT: problems and solutions

While NAT is widely deployed in today’s Internet, it is known that certain applications can be affected if the two end nodes of a communication are not in the same addressing realm [19]. These problems can however be resolved via the deployment of application level gateways (ALGs), i.e. application-aware programs living in NAT boxes and fixing the problems caused by address translation. In addition, some protocols support NAT via dedicated extensions (e.g. [20]), and there also exist more generic solutions for NAT traversal (e.g. [21]). Due to its wide deployment, the problems introduced by NAT are well known and with careful design it is possible to avoid them [22]. Hence while private address maps are based on a generalized use of NAT, we believe that there exists sufficient know-how to make such a solution a viable one.

5.3 Applications and names

One potential issue introduced by dynamic names is that a small set of applications have strong naming dependencies. For example, a web page can contain an absolute HTML link that refers to a fully qualified domain name (FQDN) that is hardcoded in the source code. This of course becomes a problem if the target node changes its name dynamically. Note that this problem does not exist with relative links that do not include a FQDN.

A straightforward way of solving that kind of problems is to rely on the same mechanisms used by application level gateways (ALGs) in NAT boxes. While such programs translate IP addresses, one could plausibly extend their functionality to also translate names. However in a MANET context, complex techniques are not necessarily required. For example, the web pages of a MANET node hosting a web site with only relative links would be reachable without having to dynamically modify the links in the source code of the pages. To handle a name change, a local ALG could simply send to the browser application an HTML ‘redirect tag’ in order to update it with the new name.

5.4 On naming and addressing

While this paper proposes a dynamic naming scheme, we would like to remind that the naming issue is not a particularity of the “routing by name” networking model. IP-based MANET architectures are also expected to solve this problem while also having to resolve the issues related to address autoconfiguration. Hence with private address maps we do not transform the problem of configuring unique addresses into the problem of fixing unique names: our architecture solves the first issue, allowing research to be focused on the more challenging naming problem. We indeed believe that naming is a key factor for successful MANET deployments because it provides the main user-to-network interface while addressing remains a technical networking issue.

5.5 Off by default!

An extra feature of the combination of reactive routing, label-switching forwarding, and the absence of global addressing is that it enables each MANET node to explicitly

9If the Internet host belongs to a NATed domain then an extra NAT operation is performed at the host site.
select the set of nodes that are allowed to communicate with it. That is, and contrarily to the Internet communication model, node reachability is “off” by default [23]. This feature is attractive because it prevents nodes from receiving unwanted traffic and can hence help to partially reduce the effect of denial of service attacks.

In contrast to [23], the default-off behavior of our architecture is achieved without the use of a reachability protocol and without having to perform reachability checks at each intermediate hop during packet forwarding. In a somehow similar way to [24], the core idea is that forwarding states are being set up during the path establishment procedure of reactive routing. However while [24] proposes to construct addresses on-the-fly during communication setup, our scheme is based on a specific feature of MANET reactive routing protocols. During path setup, forwarding states are activated by the route reply message that travels from the node being searched to the originator of the route request. Therefore, a node can restrict its reachability by simply not responding to unwanted (e.g. non cryptographically signed) route request messages. Note that this is achieved with some small overhead because route request messages always have to reach the target node (i.e. intermediate nodes are not allowed to reply even if they have a valid route).

A misbehaving node could however still jam the network with route request messages, i.e. a well-known attack against MANET reactive routing protocols. While this topic is out of the scope of our main research interest, in the future we expect to integrate attack mitigation techniques developed by other researchers (e.g. [25]).

6. RELATED WORK

This section discusses some architectural proposals that, while not directly considering MANET networks, also advocate the use of names as end-node identifiers at the network layer.

To cite just a few, TRIAD [26] and IPNL [27] introduce network architectures that rely on FQDNs as host identifiers. However these two proposals rely on the DNS architecture to perform name lookups, i.e. a requirement that cannot be satisfied in spontaneous and infrastructure-less networks. While our current lookup scheme relies on flooding (as existing reactive routing protocols like [5]), our architecture is not confined to this scheme. One could for example replace this part of the architecture with a lookup mechanism based on distributed hash tables. However, recent work [28] has shown that a similar approach to flooding could scale to very large networks at the realistic condition that they are hierarchically organised (e.g. in a BGP style).

As routing is considered, both TRIAD and IPNL rely on existing routing information gathered by some proactive routing protocol. TRIAD relies on a name-based routing protocol and IPNL re-uses existing Internet routing to connect private realms. Actually, both protocols still operate with topologically organised addresses (either inside a realm or inside the existing global Internet). In contrast, our proposal merely uses IP addresses to maintain a backward compatibility with existing applications that mostly operate in an IP-by-default manner. Strictly speaking, the “routing by name” networking model does not involve addresses.

Another difference relates to forwarding. In this proposal we advocate the use of label-switching forwarding in order to avoid the overhead of maintaining global labels. This contrasts to both TRIAD and IPNL which use either addresses (IPNL) or names ( TRIAD) during the forwarding process. However label-switching forwarding, while simple to implement, does not naturally support label aggregation. At the scale currently considered for MANETs this is not a serious issue but we nevertheless currently work on a label-switching scheme that will support some form of label aggregation.

7. CONCLUSION

The first technical contribution of this paper is a simple yet efficient conflict-free IP address autoconfiguration scheme for mobile ad-hoc networks. It is based on the use of private address maps where each MANET node maintains its own view of the addressing plan. NAT is used at each end-point of a communication in order to translate incoming packets into the local addressing map. In contrast to existing schemes, private address maps do not require any kind of coordination among MANET nodes.

Our second technical contribution is a dynamic naming scheme where each MANET node creates (for itself) a discriminating name based on an ordered list of keywords. Our protocol handles and resolves naming conflicts by dynamically extending conflicting names with discriminating keywords. This effort is one of the first attempts to propose a flexible and dynamic naming scheme for MANETs.

On an architectural side, we have discussed the adequacy of Shoch’s communication model with respect to mobile adhoc networks. We challenge the assumption that the Internet-like IP-based networking model should be blindly applied to MANETs. Our central argument is that the use of addresses is ineffective because MANETs are not topologically organised networks. In contrast, the spontaneous nature of these networks makes it more suitable to use a networking model where human-friendly identifiers are directly mapped into forwarding paths.

In practice, we have successfully implemented a LUNAR version that uses private address maps and dynamic shortest discriminating names. To our knowledge, this is the first fully self-configuring architecture for ad-hoc networks, i.e. an essential prerequisite when it comes to deploying spontaneous networks on-demand.
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